
EXPLORATIONS OF A DOMAIN OF LOCALITY: LexicalizedTree-Adjoining Grammar (LTAG)Aravind K. JoshiDepartment of Computer and Information Science, andInstitute for Research in Cognitive ScienceUniversity of Pennsylvaniajoshi@linc.cis.upenn.eduAbstractEach grammar formalism speci�es a domain oflocality, i.e., a domain over which various depen-dencies (syntactic and semantic) can be speci-�ed. It turns about that the various propertiesof a formalism (syntactic, semantic, computa-tional, and even psycholinguistic), follow, to alarge extent, from the initial speci�cation of thedomain of locality. In this paper, we will brieyexplore the extended domain of locality pro-vided by the Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Gram-mar (LTAG) in the context of some linguistic,computational, and psycholinguistic properties.This extended domain is achieved by specify-ing the elementary objects as structured ob-jects (trees or directed acyclic graphs) instead ofstrings and two universal combining operations.Using lexicalized elementary structured objectsit is possible to study directly many aspects ofstrong generative capacity which are more rele-vant to the linguistic descriptions.1 IntroductionTree-adjoining grammar (TAG) is a formal treerewriting system. TAG and Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Grammar (LTAG) have been exten-sively studied both with respect to their for-mal properties and to their linguistic relevance.TAG and LTAG are formally equivalent, how-ever, from the linguistic perspective LTAG isthe system we will be concerned with in thispaper. We will often use these terms TAG andLTAG interchangeably.The motivations for the study of LTAG areboth linguistic and formal. The elementary ob-jects manipulated by LTAG are structured ob-jects (trees or directed acyclic graphs) and notstrings. Using structured objects as the elemen-tary objects of the formal system, it is possibleto construct formalisms whose properties relate

directly to the study of strong generative capac-ity (i.e., structural descriptions), which is morerelevant to the linguistic descriptions than theweak generative capacity (sets of strings).Each grammar formalism speci�es a domainof locality, i.e., a domain over which variousdependencies (syntactic and semantic) can bespeci�ed. It turns out that the various proper-ties of a formalism (syntactic, semantic, compu-tational, and even psycholinguistic) follow, to alarge extent, from the initial speci�cation of thedomain of locality.1.1 Domain of locality of CFGsIn a context-free grammar (CFG) the domainof locality is the one level tree correspondingto a rule in a CFG (Fig. 1). It is easily seenthat the arguments of a predicate (for exam-ple, the two arguments of likes) are not in thesame local domain. The two arguments aredistributed over the two rules (two domains oflocality){ S ! NP V P and V P ! V NP .They can be brought together by introducing arule S ! NP V V P . However, then the struc-ture provided by the VP node is lost. We shouldalso note here that not every rule (domain) inthe CFG in (Fig. 1) is lexicalized. The threerules on the right are lexicalized, i.e., they havea lexical anchor. The rules on the left are notlexicalized. The second and the third rules onthe left are almost lexicalized, in the sense thatthey each have a preterminal category (V in thesecond rule and ADV in the third rule), i.e., byreplacing V by likes and ADV by passionatelythese two rules will become lexicalized. How-ever, the �rst rule on the left (S ! NP V P )cannot be lexicalized. Can a CFG be lexical-ized, i.e., given a CFG, G, can we construct an-other CFG, G0, such that every rule in G0 is lex-icalized and T (G), the set of (sentential) trees



CFG G S!NPVP NP!HarryVP!VNP NP!peanutsVP!VPADV V! likesADV!passionatelyS VP NP NPNP VP VP ADV peanuts HarryVP V ADVV NP likes passionatelyFigure 1: Domain of locality of a context-free grammar(i.e., the tree language of G) is the same as thetree language T (G0) of G0? It can be shown thatthis is not the case (Joshi and Schabes (1997)).Of course, if we require that only the string lan-guages of G and G0 be the same (i.e., they areweakly equivalent) then any CFG can be lexical-ized. This follows from the fact that any CFGcan be put in the Greibach normal form whereeach rule is of the form A ! w B1 B2 ::: Bnwhere w is a lexical item and the B0s are non-terminals. The lexicalization we are interestedin requires the tree languages (i.e., the set ofstructural descriptions) be the same, i.e., weare interested in the `strong' lexicalization. Tosummarize, a CFG cannot be strongly lexical-ized by a CFG. This follows from the fact thatthe domain of locality of CFG is a one level treecorresponding to a rule in the grammar. Notethat there are two issues we are concerned withhere{ lexicalization of each elementary domainand the encapsulation of the arguments of thelexical anchor in the elementary domain of local-ity. The second issue is independent of the �rstissue. From the mathematical point of view the�rst issue, i.e., the lexicalization of the elemen-tary domains of locality is the crucial one. Wecan obtain strong lexicalization without satisfy-ing the requirement speci�ed in the second issue(encapsulation of the arguments of the lexicalanchor). Of course, from the linguistic point ofview the second issue is very crucial. What thismeans is that among all possible strong lexical-izations we should choose only those that meetthe requirements of the second issue. For ourdiscussions in this paper we will assume thatwe always make such a choice.

1.2 Lexicalization of CFGsNow we can ask the following question. Can westrongly lexicalize a CFG by a grammar with alarger domain of locality? Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 showa tree substitution grammar where the elemen-tary objects (building blocks) are the three treesin Fig. 3 and the combining operation is the treesubstitution operation shown in Fig. 2. Notethat each tree in the tree substitution grammar(TSG), G0 is lexicalized, i.e., it has a lexical an-chor. It is easily seen that G0 indeed stronglylexicalizes G. However, TSG's fail to stronglylexicalize CFG's in general. We show this by anexample. Consider the CFG, G, in Fig. 4 anda proposed TSG, G0. It is easily seen that al-though G and G0 are weakly equivalent they arenot strongly equivalent. In G0, suppose we startwith the tree �1 then by repeated substitutionsof trees in G0 (a node marked with a verticalarrow denotes a substitution site) we can growthe right side of �1 as much as we want butwe cannot grow the left side. Similarly for �2we can grow the left side as much as we wantbut not the right side. However, trees in G cangrow on both sides. Hence, the TSG, G0, can-not strongly lexicalize the CFG, G (Joshi andSchabes (1997)).We now introduce a new operation called `ad-joining' as shown in Fig. 5. Adjoining involvessplicing (inserting) one tree into another. Morespeci�cally, a tree � as shown in Fig. 5 is in-serted (adjoined) into the tree � at the nodeX resulting in the tree . The tree �, called anauxiliary tree, has a special form. The root nodeis labeled with a nonterminal, say X and on thefrontier there is also a node labeled X called



� X#��� @@@ ���� @@@X ;  ��� @@@  ���� @@@X
Figure 2: SubstitutionCFG G S!NPVP NP!HarryVP!VNP NP!peanutsV! likesTSG G0 �1 S �2 NP �3 NPNP# VP Harry peanutsV NP#likesFigure 3: Tree substitution grammarthe foot node (marked with *). There could beother nodes (terminal or nonterminal) nodes onthe frontier of �, the nonterminal nodes will bemarked as substitution sites (with a vertical ar-row). Thus if there is another occurrence of X(other than the foot node marked with *) on thefrontier of � it will be marked with the verticalarrow and that will be a substitution site. Giventhis speci�cation, adjoining � to � at the nodeX in � is uniquely de�ned. Adjoining can alsobe seen as a pair of substitutions as follows: Thesubtree atX in � is detached, � is substituted atX and the detached subtree is then substitutedat the foot node of �. A tree substitution gram-mar when augmented with the adjoining oper-ation is called a tree-adjoining grammar (lexi-calized tree-adjoining grammar because each el-ementary tree is lexically anchored). In short,LTAG consists of a �nite set of elementary trees,each lexicalized with at least one lexical anchor.The elementary trees are either initial or aux-iliary trees. Auxiliary trees have been de�nedalready. Initial trees are those for which all non-terminal nodes on the frontier are substitutionnodes. It can be shown that any CFG can bestrongly lexicalized by an LTAG (Joshi and Sch-

abes (1997)).In Fig. 6 we show a TSG, G0, augmented bythe operation of adjoining, which strongly lexi-calizes the CFG, G. Note that the LTAG looksthe same as the TSG considered in Fig. 4. How-ever, now trees �1 and �2 are auxiliary trees(marked with *) that can participate in adjoin-ing. Since adjoining can insert a tree in theinterior of another tree it is possible to growboth sides of the tree �1 and tree �2, whichwas not possible earlier with substitution alone.In summary, we have shown that by increasingthe domain of locality we have achieved the fol-lowing: (1) lexicalized each elementary domain,(2) introduced an operation of adjoining, whichwould not be possible without the increased do-main of locality (note that with one level treesas elementary domains adjoining becomes thesame as substitution since there are no interiornodes to be operated upon), and (3) achievedstrong lexicalization of CFGs.1.3 Lexicalized tree-adjoininggrammarsRather than giving formal de�nitions for LTAGand derivations in LTAG we will give a sim-



CFG G S!SS (non-lexical)S! a (lexical)TSG G0 �1 S �2 S �3 SS S# S# S aa aFigure 4: A tree substitution grammar� X���� @@@@��� @@@ � X���� @@@X ;   �X��� @@@X���� @@@@��� @@@Figure 5: Adjoiningple example to illustrate some key aspects ofLTAG. We show some elementary trees of a toyLTAG grammar of English. Fig. 7 shows twoelementary trees for a verb such as likes. Thetree �1 is anchored on likes and encapsulatesthe two arguments of the verb. The tree �2corresponds to the object extraction construc-tion. Since we need to encapsulate all the ar-guments of the verb in each elementary tree forlikes, for the object extraction construction, forexample, we need to make the elementary treeassociated with likes large enough so that theextracted argument is in the same elementarydomain. Thus, in principle, for each `minimal'construction in which likes can appear (for ex-ample, subject extraction, topicalization, sub-ject relative, object relative, passive, etc.) therewill be an elementary tree associated with thatconstruction. By `minimal' we mean when allrecursion has been factored away. This fac-toring of recursion away from the domain overwhich the dependencies have to be speci�ed isa crucial aspect of LTAGs as they are used inlinguistic descriptions. This factoring allows alldependencies to be localized in the elementarydomains. In this sense, there will, therefore, beno long distance dependencies as such. They

will all be local and will become long distanceon account of the composition operations, espe-cially adjoining.Fig. 8 shows some additional trees. Trees �3,�4, and �5 are initial trees and trees �1 and �2are auxiliary trees with foot nodes marked with*. A derivation using the trees in Fig. 7 andFig. 8 is shown in Fig. 9. The trees for who andHarry are substituted in the tree for likes at therespective NP nodes, the tree for Bill is substi-tuted in the tree for think at the NP node, thetree for does is adjoined to the root node of thetree for think tree (adjoining at the root nodeis a special case of adjoining), and �nally thederived auxiliary tree (after adjoining �2 to �1)is adjoined to the indicated interior S node ofthe tree �2. This derivation results in the de-rived tree for who does Bill think Harry likes asshown in Fig. 10. Note that the dependency be-tween who and the complement NP in �2 (localto that tree) has been stretched in the derivedtree in Fig. 10. This tree is the conventionaltree associated with the sentence.However, in LTAG there is also a derivationtree, the tree that records the history of com-position of the elementary trees associated withthe lexical items in the sentence. This deriva-



CFG G S!SS, S! aTSG G0 �1 S �2 S �3 SS S� S� S aa aAdjoining �2 at �3 at the S nodeand then adjoining �1 at the root ofthe derived tree we have .  SS Sa S Sa aFigure 6: Adjoining arises out of lexicalization�1 SNP# VPV NP#likestransitive
�2 SNP(wh)# SNP# VPV NPlikes �object extractionFigure 7: LTAG: Elementary trees for likestion tree is shown in Fig. 11. The nodes of thetree are labeled by the tree labels such as �2together with the lexical anchor.1 The deriva-tion tree is the crucial derivation structure forLTAG. We can obviously build the derived treefrom the derivation tree. For semantic compu-tation the derivation tree (and not the derivedtree) is the crucial object. Compositional se-mantics is de�ned on the derivation tree. Theidea is that for each elementary tree there is asemantic representation associated with it andthese representations are composed using thederivation tree. Since the semantic representa-tion for each elementary tree is directly associ-ated with the tree there is no need to reproduce1The derivation trees of LTAG have a close relation-ship to the dependency trees, although there are somecrucial di�erences; however, the semantic dependenciesare the same.

necessarily the internal hierarchy in the elemen-tary tree in the semantic representation(Joshiand Vijay-Shanker (1999)). This allows the so-called `at' semantic representation as well ashelps in dealing with some non-compositionalaspects as in the case of rigid and exible id-ioms.2 Some important properties ofLTAGThe two key properties of LTAG are (1) ex-tended domain of locality (EDL) (for example,as compared to CFG), which allows (2) fac-toring recursion from the domain of dependen-cies (FRD), thus making all dependencies lo-cal. All other properties of LTAG (mathemat-ical, linguistic, and even psycholinguistic) fol-low from EDL and FRD. TAGs (LTAGs) be-long to the so-called class of mildly context-



�1 SNP# VPV S�think �2 SV S�does�3 NPwho �4 NPHarry �5 NPBillFigure 8: LTAG: Sample elementary trees�2 SNP(wh)# SNP# VPV NPlikes �
�1 SNP# VPV S�think

�2 SV S�does�3 NPwho �4 NPHarry �5 NPBillsubstitutionadjoiningFigure 9: LTAG derivation for who does Bill think Harry likessensitive grammars (Joshi (1985)). Context-free languages (CFL) are properly contained inthe class of languages of LTAG, which in turnare properly contained in the class of context-sensitive languages. There is a machine char-acterization of TAG (LTAG), called embeddedpushdown automaton (EPDA) (Vijay-Shanker(1987)), i.e., for every TAG language there isan EPDA which corresponds to this (and onlythis) language and the language accepted byany EPDA is a TAG language. EPDAs havebeen used to model some psycholinguistic phe-nomena, for example, processing crossed depen-dencies and nested dependencies have been dis-cussed in (Joshi (1990)). With respect to formalproperties, the class of TAG languages enjoysall the important properties of CFLs, including

polynomial parsing (with complexity O(n6)).Large scale wide coverage grammars havebeen built using LTAG, the XTAG system(LTAG grammar and lexicon for English and aparser) being the largest so far (for further de-tails see (The XTAG Research Group (2000)).In the XTAG system, each node in each LTAGtree is decorated with two feature structures(top and bottom feature structures), in contrastto the CFG based feature structure grammars.This is necessary because adjoining can aug-ment a tree internally, while in a CFG basedgrammar a tree can be augmented only at thefrontier. It is possible to de�ne adjoining andsubstitution (as it is done in the XTAG sys-tem) in terms of appropriate uni�cations of thetop and bottom feature structures. Because of



SNP Swho V Sdoes NP VPBill V Sthink NP VPHarry V NPlikes �Figure 10: LTAG derived tree for who does Bill think Harry likes�2(likes)00 01 010�3(who) �1(think) �4(Harry)0 00�2(does) �5(Bill)Figure 11: LTAG derivation treeFRD (factoring recursion from the domain ofdependencies), there is no recursion in the fea-ture structures. Therefore, in principle, featurestructures can be eliminated. However, they arecrucial for linguistic descriptions. Constraintson substitution and adjoining are modeled viathese feature structures (Vijay-Shanker (1987)).This method of manipulating feature structuresis a direct consequence of the extended domainof locality of LTAG.3 Implications for statisticalcomputationsIt is certainly possible to construct stochasticLTAGs in the same way as stochastic CFGs(Schabes (1992); Resnik (1992)). However, inthe context of LTAG there is an interesting wayin which statistical information can be used. Inan LTAG, for each lexical item, a �nite set ofelementary trees is associated with that item.The combining operations{substitution and ad-joining are universal, i.e., that they are language

independent. The lexicon (i.e., the lexical itemstogether with associated elementary trees) is thegrammar, in a sense. The elementary trees as-sociated with a lexical item can be regardedas more complex part-of-speech as comparedto the standard part-of speech, such as Noun,Verb, Adjective, Preposition, etc. We will callthese complex part-of-speech (i.e., the elemen-tary trees) as supertags. Suppose we have in-formation about the unigram, bigram, trigrametc. statistics for the supertags (estimated, forexample, from a corpus parsed with an LTAGparser). These statistics combine the lexicalstatistics as well as the statistics of the construc-tions in which the lexical items appear. Now wecan consider the possibility of using the statis-tical techniques for disambiguation of standardpart-of-speech, which have been very successful.We call this supertagging, which is illustrated inFig. 12 and Fig. 13.In Fig. 12 for the example sentence we showthe supertags (elementary trees) associated
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ancillary companiesthe purchase price includes twoFigure 12: Supertagging: 1with each word, as speci�ed by LTAG. Somewords have only one supertag while others havemore than one.2 Supertagging now applies thedisambiguation techniques for standard part-of-speech to the supertagged sequence, in the cur-rent experiments using trigrams. The job of thesupertagger is to select the correct supertag foreach word, where by a correct supertag for aword we mean the supertag that corresponds tothat word in the correct parse of the sentence.In Fig. 13 we have shown the correct supertagfor each word in a box. The results reportedin (Srinivas and Joshi (1998)) show that with atraining corpus of 1 million words and a test cor-pus of 47,000 words the supertagging accuracyis 92%. Note that the base line performance isonly 75%, which is due to the very high degreeof local ambiguity. Thus the improvement from75% to 92% is quite signi�cant. Once a sentenceis correctly supertagged we have an `almost'parse, almost in the sense that we have iden-ti�ed for each word the construction in whichit appears; however, we have not yet done theattachments{by substitution and adjoining. Forsome applications, as in some IR systems, thealmost parse is quite adequate. The supertag-ger can also be used to speed up LTAG parsingby �rst supertagging a sentence before sendingit to the parser.From a theoretical perspective the signi�-cance of supertagging is as follows. The su-pertags are complex descriptions of the prim-itives (lexical anchors). This is somewhat con-trary to the conventional wisdom that the de-2In the current LTAG for English, as in the XTAGsystem, there can be as many as 30 supertags per wordon the average, a number much larger than the averagenumber of standard part-of-speech per word, which isabout 1:5.

scriptions of the primitives are to be kept sim-ple and complex descriptions are to be madefrom simple descriptions. In LTAG we pack allthe information associated with a lexical anchorinto the elementary trees associated with theanchor. Making the descriptions of the primi-tives more complex increases local ambiguity asthere are more descriptions for each primitive.However, these richer descriptions locally con-strain each other quite e�ciently. A jigsaw puz-zle is a good analogy|the richer the descriptionof each piece of the puzzle the better, i.e., it iseasier to determine where it goes or which otherpieces go with it. This provides an explanationof the results of supertagging experiments men-tioned above.4 An alternate perspective onadjoiningIn adjoining we insert an auxiliary tree, say withroot and foot nodes labeled with X in a tree ata node with label X. In Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 wepresent an alternate perspective on adjoining.The tree � which receives adjunction at X canbe viewed as made up of two trees, the supertreeat X and the subtree at X as shown in Fig.14.Now, instead of the auxiliary tree � adjoinedto the tree � at X we can view this composi-tion as a wrapping operation{the supertree of� and the subtree of � are wrapped around theauxiliary tree � as shown in Fig. 15. The re-sulting tree  is the same as before. Wrappingof the supertree at the root node of � is like ad-joining at the root (a special case of adjoining)and the wrapping of the subtree at the foot noteof � is like substitution. Hence, this wrappingoperation can be described in terms of substi-tution and adjoining. This is clearly seen in thelinguistic example in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17. The
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ancillary companiesthe purchase price includes twoFigure 13: Supertagging: 2� X��� @@@��@@ �1: supertree of � !�2: subtree of � ! X��� @@@X��@@Figure 14: Adjoining as Wrapping 1auxiliary tree � can be adjoined to the tree �at the indicated node in � as shown in Fig. 16.Alternatively, we can view this composition asadjoining the supertree �1 (the wh tree) at theroot node of � and substitution of the subtree�2 (the likes tree) at the foot node of � as shownin Fig. 17. The two ways of composing � and �are semantically coherent.The wrapping perspective can be formalizedin terms of the so-called multi-component LT-AGs (MC-LTAGs). They are called multi-component because the elementary objects canbe sets of trees, in our examples, we have twocomponents (in which � was split). When wedeal with multi-components we can violate thelocality of the composition very quickly becausethe di�erent components may be `attached' (byadjoining or substitution) to di�erent nodes ofa tree and these nodes may or not be part ofan elementary tree depending on whether thetree receiving the multi-component attachmentsis an elementary or a derived tree. We obtainwhat are known as tree-local MC-LTAGs if weput the constraint that the tree receiving multi-component attachments must be an elementarytree. It is known that tree-local MC-TAGs areweakly equivalent to LTAGs, however they cangive rise to structural descriptions not obtain-

able by LTAGs, i.e., they are more powerfulthan LTAG in the sense of strong generativecapacity (Weir (1988)). Thus the alternate per-spective leads to greater strong generative ca-pacity without increasing the weak generativecapacity.We will now present an example illustratingthe use of this alternate perspective in charac-terizing the scope ambiguity in some studenthates every course as shown in Fig. 18, Fig. 19,and Fig. 20 (Kallmeyer and Joshi (1999)). InFig. 18, we show a tree-local MC-LTAG forour example. The trees for hates, student, andcourse are standard LTAG trees. The trees forsome and every are multi-component trees. Forexample, the tree �1 for some has two com-ponents, �11 and �12, one of the components�11 is a degenerate tree in this special case.The multi-component tree �1 is lexically an-chored by some. Similarly, for the tree �2 forevery. The main idea here is that the �12 com-ponent corresponds to the contribution of someto the predicate-argument structure of the treefor hates and the �11 component contributes tothe scope structure. Similarly for the two com-ponents of �2.Fig. 19 shows the derivation. The main pointto note here is that the two components of �1



� �1X���� @@@@�2��� @@@ � X��� @@@X ;   �1 � �2X��� @@@X���� @@@@��� @@@Figure 15: Adjoining as Wrapping 2� SNP(wh)# SNP# VPV NPlikes �
� SNP# VPV S�thinkFigure 16: Wrapping as substitution and adjunction 1are attached (by substitution or adjoining) to �3at the appropriate nodes simultaneously. Thiscomposition is tree local as �3 is an elementarytree. Similarly for the tree �2. In this example,the two top components �11 and �21 are at-tached to the same node (the root node) of �3.3This may give the impression that the compo-sition is non-local because once �1 is attachedto �3 we have a derived tree to which �2 is at-tached. However, the two components, �11 and�21 are degenerate and it can be shown that inthis case the composition of �2 with �3 (after �1has been composed with �3) is still e�ectivelytree-local (Kallmeyer and Joshi (1999)).It is clear in this example that �2 could havebeen attached to �3 �rst and then �1 attachedto �3. Fig. 20 shows the derivation tree forthe derivation in Fig. 19. The numbers on theedges of the tree refer to the addresses of attach-ments, which are shown here for convenience.3In general in a multi-component LTAG multiple ad-junctions to the same node are not allowed as this vio-lates the tree-locality and also takes the system beyondLTAG. However, we are dealing here with a special case.

Note that both �11 and �21, the scope informa-tion carrying components, are attached to �3at the same node. Thus they could be attachedin any order (strictly speaking, �1 and �2 couldbe attached to �3 in any order). Hence �11 willoutscope �21 if �21 is attached �rst and then �11and vice versa. The scope ambiguity is thus di-rectly reected in the derivation tree for somestudent hates every course. This is in contrast toall other approaches (which are essentially CFGbased) where the scope ambiguity is representedat another level of representation. It is possibleto represent in LTAG the scope ambiguity atthe level of the derivation tree itself because ofthe alternate perspective on adjoining, which inturn is due to the extended domain of localitydiscussed in this paper.More recently, similar ideas have been ex-plored in the context of other linguistic phe-nomena such as scrambling and clitic climbing,both with respect to linguistic coverage and cer-tain psycholinguistic implications. A particu-larly interesting result is that all word ordervariations up to two levels of embedding (i.e.,



�
�1 SNP(wh)# S�2 SNP# VPV NPlikes �

� SNP# VPV S�thinkFigure 17: Wrapping as substitution and adjunction 2�1 �3 S �2�11 S� �21 S�NP# VP�12 NP V NP# �22 NPdet N# hates det N#some every�4 N �5 Nstudent courseFigure 18: Scope ambiguity: An examplethree clauses in all) can be correctly describedby tree-local MC-LTAGs, correctly in the senseof providing the appropriate structural descrip-tions. Beyond two levels of embedding not allpatterns of word order variation will be cor-rectly described (Joshi, Becker, and Rambow(2000), Kulick (2000)).5 Some related systemsCategorial Grammars: Categories assignedto lexical items in a categorial grammar frame-work do encapsulate the arguments of the lexi-cal anchor. It is of interest to see how the ba-sic ideas in LTAG could be incorporated in acategorial framework. The idea is not to trans-late LTAG into a categorial grammar but ratherconstruct a categorial system with propertiessimilar to LTAG. This is achieved by associat-

ing partial proof trees with lexical items. Thesepartial proof trees are obtained by starting withthe type assignment for a lexical item as speci-�ed by a categorial grammar and then `unfold-ing' it by using certain categorial inference rulessuch as function application. This unfolding isdone until the slots for the arguments of the lex-ical anchor are exposed. We thus have a �nitecollection of partial proof trees (lexicalized, ofcourse) which serve as the building blocks of oursystem (analogous to the �nite set of elementarytrees in LTAG). These proof trees are then com-bined by universal categorial inference rules interms of cuts. Informally speaking, the prooftrees are hooked up by linking the conclusionnodes of one tree to the assumption nodes of an-other tree. Further discussion of such systemsand their relationship to LTAG can be found



�1 �3 S �2�11 S� S� �21NP# VP�12 NP V NP# NP �22det N# hates det N#some every�4 N �5 Nstudent courseFigure 19: Derivation with scope information�3(hates)0 01 011 0�11(some) �12(some) �22(every) �21(every)01 01�4(student) �5(course)Figure 20: Derivation tree with scope underspeci�cationin (Joshi and Kulick (1997); Joshi, Kulick, andKurtonina (1999)).From sentence structure to discoursestructure: Using the insights from LTAG astructural and presuppositional account of lo-cal discourse structure has been presented in(Webber, Joshi, Knott, and Stone (1999)). Theidea is to start the analysis of discourse in thesame way as one starts the analysis of a clause,looking at how its syntax and semantics projectfrom the lexicon. This is complementary to theissue of discourse pragmatics {how these smallsyntactic units of discourse are used in achievingcommunicative intentions {and to the other dis-course processes that provide additional organi-zational overlays on these units. A key featureof this approach is that semantic discourse re-lations are associated with syntactic structuresand anaphoric links, and that the properties ofthe two are (not surprisingly) di�erent. To-gether they allow more complex semantics tobe conveyed through simpler structures.Phrase structure composition and syn-tactic dependencies: Frank (2000) presents a

comprehensive perspective on phrase structurecomposition and syntactic dependencies in aTAG-based grammatical architecture and com-pares it to the minimalist framework of Chom-sky, showing that a number of stipulative andproblematic aspects of that theory can be elim-inated.6 SummaryThe domain of locality of a grammar formal-ism, i.e., the domain over which various depen-dencies can be speci�ed determines to a largeextent the syntactic, semantic, computational,and even psycholinguistic properties of the for-malism. From this perspective the extended do-main of Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Grammars(LTAG) { extended as compared to the domainof locality of CFGs, for example { was explored.This extended domain is achieved by specifyingthe elementary objects of the grammar as struc-tured objects instead of strings, together withtwo universal combining operations (substitu-tion and adjoining). This perspective allows usto study directly many aspects of strong genera-
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